
TeamEx
Strategy Execution System

TeamEx is the ground breaking online Team Strategy Execution System. Executives find it transformational, enabling
you to optimize your strategy, align your entire team, set more accountable goals, then execute brilliantly to deliver far
better results. Top performing organizations choose TeamEx over all other solutions because it's the only complete
solution available to operationalize strategy, optimize then transform strategic plans into measurable actions, and get
everyone "rowing together" in the right direction.

SOLUTIONS MATRIX

OUTPLAN

OUTRUN

OUTPERFORM

Optimize Strategy
TeamEx automates strategy execution, balanced scorecards and
other critical performance management tools all in single place. This
section is the glue that will bring together everything your organiza-
tion needs to execute your strategic plans and achieve measurable
results. Use these features to quickly view the organization's
progress on its overall objectives and Critical Success Factors. Drill
down to details and quickly solve delays.

Right Team
TeamEx provides the framework to transform and align your culture
to your strategy. Culture is a powerful component of any
organization's success. TeamEx gives you the power to change
ahead of the curve, challenge the norm and revolutionize strategy
execution. These section gives you and your team an array of
features including collaborative windows and creates transparency
into team success so that no one “drops the ball.”

SMART Goals
This section enables you to keep track of all your key goals and
subtasks. You may add unlimited subtasks by goal and also track
issues related to each goal. Make sure your Goals are Specific,
Measurable, Attainable, Realistic and Timely (SMART).

Superb Execution
Agile companies not only grow at a faster pace than their peers, but
they also exhibit consistently greater returns than those of their
direct competitors. TeamEx facilitates agility within an organization
and drives rapid progress with meaningful, measurable reflection
points. This section is designed to facilitate progression and real-
time feedback. These functions will provide your team with key
tools to execute and track your goals.

Results Recognition
TeamEx enables you to instantly take a bird's eye view of every
aspect of employee success. TeamEx will allow your entire team to
better align themselves with overall company goals and
management of tasks will be more efficient than ever. Use this
section to track employee success for appraisal time and say "good
job". Built-in collaboration tools accelerate initiatives.

� Progress
� Update/Review
� Strengths Assessment
� Vision
� Critical Success Factors
� Competitors
� Products/Services
� Planning Teams

� About Me
� Connect
� Group Collaboration
� Refer Talent
� Development Plans
� Succession Management
� Talent Loss

� My Goals
� Assigned/Monitored Goals
� Update & Review
� Off-Track
� Charts

� Rapid Feedback
� Issue Tracker
� Key Challenges
� Big Ideas
� Refer to Sales
� Message/Event Tracker
� My Team Files
� My Team Dates

� Recognize
� My Initiatives
� Appraisals
� Mgt. Support
� Performance Letters
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